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Maglev vs. High Speed Rail: The Debate
Abstract
February I 6, 2001 issue "The Urban Transportation Monitor" published a summary of Professor Vukan
Vuchic's critical review of the decision by the US. Department of Transportation to select maglev as a
High Speed Ground Transportation mode as well as to select the Washington D.C.-Baltimore corridor as
one of two locations to develop a pilot project to test maglev technology. Phyllis M Wilkins, Executive
Director of Maglev Maryland, in conjunction with the Maryland Mass Transportation Administration,
prepared a response to Dr. Vuchic 's article. The "Urban Transportation Monitor" asked Dr. Vuchic to
provide a rebuttal. Ms. Wilkins' response and Dr. Vuchic's rebuttal appear below.
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In its February I 6, 2001 issue The Urba 1 li {ll1l]1Q IQ ·on MODi published a summary ofProfessor Vukan
Vuchic's critical review of the decision by the US. Department ojTransportation to select maglev as a High
Speed Ground Transportation mode af well as to select the Washington D.C.-Baltimore corridor as one <?[two
locations to develop a pilot pro_ject to test maglev technology. Phyllis M Wilkins, Executive Director ofMaglev
Maryland, in conjunction with the Maryland Mass· Transportation Administration, prepared a response to Dr.
asked Dr. Vuchic to provide a rebuttal. Ms. Wilkins'
Vuchic 's article.
response and Dr. Vuchic 's rebuttal appear below.
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Phyllis Wilkins' Response

Vukan Vuchic's Rebuttal

I am writing to respond to the artiele questioning the selection of
Maglev prompted by Dr. Vuchic's paper. Dr. Vucbic hu widely
circulated this paper which contains some statements that many
feel are erroneous or not. fully substantiated. I would like to provide
you with abbreviated responses to some of his points. Maryland
Mass Transportation Administration (MTA), which is managing
the Baltimore-Washington Maglev project, has prepared responses
to his entire paper.
I would like to preface my response with the fact that as the
Secretary of the High Speed Ground Transportation Association, I
am a proponent of both high-speed rail and Maglev and actively
lobby for both modes. However, as the Executive Director of
Maglev Maryland, I would like to make the point that Maglev is
part of the future of the tram;portation system of this country and
is being supported by the federal government's Maglev Deploy
ment Program. The government has recognized that the continuing
growth of congestion on the ground and in the air can only be
addressed by the introduction of an additional mode of ground
transportation with capabilities that far exceed existing higtMpeed
rail. Many believe that the introduction ofMaglev will also benefit
high-speed rail by making more funds available to increase speed
in different corridors. A successful Maglev project will help create
a demand for higher speed for rail across the board.
The central thesis of his paper ignores the fact that the two
projects arc competing for funds only available for Maglev De�
Please turn to Page 9

Clarifyiag the concepts for a correct comparison of high speed
ground transportation modes
I welcome Ms. Wilkins' response to my report on the comparison
ofMaglev and High Speed Rail (HSR), and my evaluation of tbe
proposed Baltimore-Washington (B-W) Maglev project. Any
project of this scale requires professional discussion to clear up
many issues that are raised and to correct often confused concepts
and often biased claims by various interested parties and
sensational reports. Here is my condensed answer to the major
criticisms of my report by Ms. Wilkins, as wen as some additional
clarifications about High Speed Ground Transportation (HSGn
modes.
My research of the Maglev system and DOT's program to
promote it finds that the comparison of Maglev with Accelarail
( existina rail systems upgraded to high speed operation, i.e., over
200 km/h) and new High Speed Rail (HSR) is biased becauae it
overestimates Maglev's advantages, downplays or ignores its dis
advantages, and uses many hypothetical situations for Maglev to
compare it withHSR in real world conditions--a pftlently incorrect
comparison. Actually, over several recent decades we ha.ve had
numerous attempts to "solve" transportation problems of existing
system, created by organizational and policy deficiencies by ap
plying different technological solutions. conceived for ideal organ
izational and policy situations. It is therefore important to com
pare differeat transportation systems under comparable Hd
Please t1trn to Page 9

